SPECTRAL METHODS FOR
A GENERALIZED PROBABILITY THEORY
BY

STANLEY P. GUDDERt1)

1. Introduction. A generalized probability theory arises naturally from an
attempt to formulate a statistical model for quantum mechanics. One soon finds
that the probability theory of Kolmogorov is inadequate for the description of a
quantum mechanical system mainly because the quantum mechanical events
fail to form a er-algebra of subsets of a set. Instead, they have a much less richly
endowed algebraic structure which we shall a "logic". We therefore look upon
generalized probability as a stochastic theory in which the events form a logic.
Besides being useful in the study of quantum mechanics, this theory has a purely
mathematical interest since it constructs a stochastic formalism on an algebraic
structure and at the same time gives an abstract generalization of Hubert space
theory.
The first formulation of this theory is due to G. Bodiou [1], [2]. More recently,
V. S. Varadarajan [8] has emphasized the stochastic properties of an axiomatic
formulation of quantum mechanics due to G. W. Mackey [5] and has proved
some important results in this theory. The author heartily recommends these
references for the background and motivation of this study. In this paper, the
main interest centers on the spectral theory of the subject. The spectrum is important physically since it represents the "allowable" values of a quantum mechanical
observable. It is also mathematically useful since it introduces topological methods
into the formalism.
2. Definitions and notation. Let L be a complemented lattice. That is, L is a
lattice with first and last elements, 0,1 respectively and a-*a' satisfying the
conditions

(i)

ia'Y = a for all a eL;

(ii) a z%b implies b' zi a';
(iii) a V a ' — 1 for all a e L.
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We say that a, be Laxe disjoint and write a Lb if a ^ b'. If a lb we shall use
the notation a + b for a V b. A complemented lattice satisfying the following
two conditions is called an orthocomplemented lattice or logic(2).
(iv) a ^ b implies there exists c e Lsuch that a + c = b;
(v) if (a^f, axe mutually disjoint, then 2~la¡e L.
It is shown in [8] that if a ^ b there exists a unique c such that a + c = b and in
fact c = a' f\b. If a + c = b we write c = b — a. By a state on L we mean
a non-negative function m on L satisfying

(1) m(l) = l;
(2) m(r.a,)= Sm(fl;).
A logic is called full in case:
(3) if a, be Land
(4) for every a /
We will henceforth
set of states. Note

a # b, there exists a state m such that m(a) # m(i>);
0 there exists a state m such that m(a) = 1.
let L denote a full logic with elements a,b,c,--- and M its
that L becomes a Boolean o--algebra if the distributive law,

a f\(b\J c) = (a f\b)\J (a f\c) holds for every a,b,ceL.
Lemma 2.1. IfL is a Boolean a-algebra

then axioms (3) and (4) are equivalent.

Proof. We first show (3) implies (4). Suppose a e L and a # 0. Then there
exists me M such that m(a) # 0. Define mx by mx(b) = m(a A b)jm(a) for every
b e L. Now mx e M and mx(a) = 1. To show that (4) implies (3), suppose a^b.
If either a or b is 0 then (3) follows directly. Therefore, we suppose that a,b =í 0.
Either a — a A b ¥=0 or b — a A b ^0, so suppose, for definiteness, the former
holds. Therefore, there exists me M such that m(a —af\b)=l.
Now

a =(a —a /\b) + (a /\b) and b = (b —a f\b) + (a f\b) and we have m(a) = 1

m(fc)= 0.
Definitions.
Let A be a Boolean tr-algebra. A a-homomorphism
of A into L is a mapping which satisfies:

(i)

x(0) = 0,x(l)=l;

(ii)

u 1 v implies x(u) 1 x(v) ;

u->x(w)

(iii) x( £m¡) = Zx(w¡).
Denote the complex plane by C and the real line by R. A ff-homomorphism from
the Borel subsets B(C) of C into L is called a derivable. Ifx is a derivable satisfying

x(£) = 0 for all EeB(C) such that Ef~\R = 0, then x is called an observable.
Notice that there is essentially no difference between an observable and a ahomomorphism based on B(R). For this reason we shall subsequently not
distinguish between the two concepts.
(2) Note that our definition of a logic differs from [8] in that we assume a logic to be a
lattice while the latter does not. However Proposition 3.11 of [8] is false as it stands (acounterexample in [6] was communicated to the author by the referee) although it is true in the lattice
case.
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Definitions. We say that a and b split and write a*-*b if there exist mutually
disjoint elements alt by, c such that a = ay + c and b = by + c. Two derivables
x,y are simultaneous (denoted by x<-+ v) if x(E)<->y(F) for every E, FeB(C).
More generally {xx:XeA} are simultaneous if xA<->x„ for every A, peA.
3. Functions of simultaneous derivables.
Definitions. Given a derivable x and a complex Borel function t/, we define
the derivable u(x) by u(x) (£) = x[u ~J(E)] for all £e j5(C). Let if be a complex
Borel function of n complex variables. If x is a derivable and {u¡: i = l,-,n}
are complex Borel functions, then we define the derivable

tK«i(*)»—
.«»(*))
= «K«i.
—.«»)(*)•
Lemma 3.1. Let x be a derivable and let EeBiC) satisfy x(E) = 1. If two
Borel functions f g are equal on E, then fix) = g(x). Conversely,
then x{co:f(co) # g(co)} = 0.

Proof.

if fix) = gix)

For FeB(C)

f(x)(F) = x[f-\F)]

= x(E) A x[r\F)]

= x(£)Ax[g-1(F)]

= x[E n/~*(P)] = xHEn^íF)]

= g(x)(F).

Conversely, suppose /(x) = g(x). Define the Borel function/0:/0(a>)
coeC and apply the definition to obtain

x{co:fico)*gia>)}

= x{co:if-

g)ico)e {0}'} =(/(x)

= (/-/)«({0}')
Theorem 3.2.

= 0 for all

- s(x))({0}')

=/o(x)({0}') = x(/o '{0}') = x(0) = O.

// cp is a complex n-dimensional

Borel function

and

{xl:i = l,--,n}

are simultaneous derivables then ipixy,---,x„) is a well defined derivable. In fact,
ifx¡ = u¡(x) (Theorem 3.3 in [8](3) ip(xx,---,x„) (F) = x{m:ip(uy(co),---,un(co))eF}

for all FeB(Q.
Proof. We shall prove this theorem for n = 2. The extension to arbitrary n is
obvious. By Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.15 in [8] there exists a smallest
Boolean sub fj-algebra A containing the range of both Xy and x2 and a derivable y
whose range is A. Applying Proposition 3.16 of [8] there exist Borel functions
Vy,v2 such that x¡ = v¡(y), i = 1,2,. Now since x¡ = u¡(x), the range of each x¡ is
contained in the range of x and therefore A is contained in the range of x. Again
(3) Although the theorems and propositions in [8] are proved only for observables, the
generalization to derivables is easily accomplished (see [4]). We will henceforth assume this
generalization has been made.
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by Proposition 3.16 of [8], there is a Borel function u such that y = u(x). By the
definition, u¡(x) = x¡ = v¡(y) = v¡(u(x)) = v¡o u(x). Let £¡ = {coiu^co) # v¡ ■u(có)},

i = 1,2 and apply Lemma 3.1 to get x(£¡) = 0. If E = Ex u£2, then x(£) = 0.
Finally, for FeB(C) we have
y({co:ib(vx(co),v2(ca))eF})

= x(u~1{m:\ji(vy(oï),v2(co))eF})
= x[(vyOu,v2ou)~1ij/~1(F)nE'']

= xHuuujr^wTi
= \l>(uy(x),u2(x))(F) = \l/(xy,x2)(F).
Hence i/'(x1,x2) is independent of the choice of x and u¡ and is therefore well

defined.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 3.4 in [8].
Theorem

3.3.

Let K = {xx: Xe A} be a collection

of simultaneous

derivables.

There exists a measurable space (SI,A), a a-homomorphism h of A into L, and
A-measurable complex valued functions {fk:XeA} such that for any n-dimensional complex Borel function \b and any n derivables Xy,---,xneK
we have

ib(xy,-,xn)(E) = h{co:(fy(co),-,fn(co))exb-

(E)} for all EeB(C).

Proof. If n = 1, the theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.4 in [8]. We
shall prove the result for n = 2, the extension to arbitrary n being obvious. Let
(Q,A) be the measurable space which exists according to Theorem 3.4 in [8].
The smallest Boolean sub «r-algebra B containing the range of both xt and x2 is a
separable subset of the smallest Boolean sub <r-algebra containing the ranges of
all the x/s. By Proposition 3.15 [8] B is precisely the range of a derivable z and by
Proposition 3.16 [8] there exist Borel functions m¡ such that x¡ = ut(z), i = 1,2.
Since z*-*x^,AeA, there exist ^4-measurable functions /, / such that z(E)

= n[/_1(£)] and xt(E) = n^iF)]

for all E e B(C). Therefore h[ff1(E)] = x;(£)

= Mi(z)(£) = n[(uio/)~1(£)]
and by the uniqueness part of Proposition 3.3 [8]
we have h{a>:fi((a) # MjO/(cü)} = 0. Finally,

Hxi,x2)(E)

= z{co: il/(uy(m),u2(m))eE}
= n{a,:(Ml(/)(ai),u2(/)(a,)eiA-1(£)}

= h{co:(fy((o),f2(co))e ^\E)}.
We denote the correspondence

between xx and f

in the above theorem by

xx ~AWe close this section with a theorem which gives the expected relationship
between derivables and observables.
Theorem 3.4.

Every derivable

x admits

a unique

representation
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X — Xy T" IX2,

where x1}x2 are observables

and Xy*-*x2.

Proof. Denote the complex conjugate of a scalar X by X* and let /* be the
Borel function /*(A) = X*. It is easy to check that x, = [x +/*(x)]
and x2
= </2[/*(x) —x] are simultaneous observables and, of course, x = Xy + ix2.
To prove uniqueness, suppose x = y y + iy2 where yi*-yy2 are observables.
Then there exists an observable y and real Borel functions ux,u2 such that yx
= uyiy), y2 = u2iy). Then
/*(x)

=/*o("i

+ »«2)»»

Adding x to f*(x) we get y y = l/2[x
we get y2 = i/2[/*(x)

= ("1 - iu2)(y)

+/*(x)]

= yy-

iy2.

= xt. Subtracting /*(x) from x

- x] = x2.

4. The spectrum.
Definitions.
If x is a derivable and EeB(C), then E is x-null if x(£) = 0.
The union p(x) of all open x-null sets of x is the resolvent set of x. The complement ff(x) of p(x) is the spectrum of x.
It is easy to show that a derivable is an observable if and only if its spectrum
is real. It may also be shown that if L has an infinite number of disjoint nonzero
elements, then any nonempty closed subset of the complex plane is the spectrum
of some derivable ([4]). We will henceforth assume that L has at least two elements. Then since x[ff(x)] = 1, we have o(x) ^ 0.
Definitions.
If the closed set<r(x)is bounded, then x is a bounded derivable.
If x is bounded, we define the norm of x to be | x | = sup{| X| : Xe er(x)}. If Xe C
and x(X) # 0 then X is in the point spectrum erp(x) of x, and of course, erp(x) c o(x).
If Xe er(x) and X$ op(x) then X is in the continuous spectrum erc(x) of x.
Suppose X is an isolated point of er(x). Then there exists an £ > 0 such that
E — {X} cz p(x) where E = {co: |co — X\ < e}. Now suppose Xeoc(x).
Then
x(£) = x({2}) + x(E — {X}) = 0 which is impossible. This contradiction proves
that isolated points of rj(x) are in erp(x).

Theorem 4.1. (i) // K = {xx: XeA} is a set of simultaneous derivables,
there exist A-measurable functions {fx:XeA} on a measurable space (Cï,A)

such that xx~fx and r/(xA)= clf(Q). (ii)Ifx ~f, then er(x)=Q{cl/(T):
Proof, (i) Suppose

xeK

and

x ~fx.

Since

«(T) = 1}.

x[p(x)] = 0, denoting

jv=/:1[p(x)]
we have hiN) = 0. Suppose lecr(x) and let/(a>) =fy(co) for caeN' and f(co) = X
otherwise. Since we have only altered /, on a set N for which h(N) = 0, x ~ f.
Now/_1[p(x)] = 0 and hence p(x) n f(Q) = 0. Therefore, p(x)n cl /(£2) = 0
since p(x) is open. Thus p(x) c [cl/(Q)]' and cl/(Q) c <r(x). In the other direction,

/_1[(cl/(£!))']=0.

Therefore, 0= n{J_1 [(cl/(Q))']} = x[(cl/(Q))']

and hence
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id fiQ))'cz pix) or o-(x)c cl f(Q). (ii) Suppose h(T) = 1, and F = [cl /(T)]'.
Since/_1(F) c T', 0 = n[/_1(F)] = x(F). Hence [cl/(r)]' c p(x)ando-(x)<rcl/(r).
Thus o-(x)cp|{cl /(r):n(r)
= l}. In the other direction,
0 = x[p(x)]

Letting T =r\pix))',

= ñ[/"1(p(x))].

h(T) = 1 and p(x) n/(r)

= 0. Hence p(x) n d/YT) = 0

and cl f(T) cz o-(x). Therefore p| {cl f(T): h(T) = 1} c a(x).
Corollary,
(i) If Xy*-*x2 are derivables, one of which is bounded, then
<t(xj + x2) c o(xx) + c(x2) and a(xyX2) cz o(xx)ey(x2). (ii) If Xy and x2 are both
bounded, then \xy + x2| ^ |x, | + |x2| and |x,x2| ^ \xy | |x2|.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 there exist functions g¡ such that x¡~g¡, i = 1,2,
and xt + x2 ~ gx + g2. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (i) there exist functions/such that o-(x;) = cl/((£2) and glco) =f(co) for coeN( where h(N¡) = 0, i = 1,2.
Therefore Xj + x2 ~/t +/2. Applying Theorem 4.1 (ii) and the fact that either
clfy(Q) or cl/2(£2)is compact we obtain rx(x, + x2) = p| {clCA +/2) (T) : «(T) = 1}

^f)Wi(r)+/2(r)):

n(r) = i}=pi{ci/1(r) + ci/2(r):ñ(r)

= 1} cz dfisi)

+ cl/2(íí) = erixx) + <t(x2). The proof of the other part is similar, (ii) follows
from (i).
The remainder of this section points out the striking similarity between observables and self-adjoint operators (unbounded, in general). This similarity results
from the fact that observables act very much like spectral measures (cf. [3]).
Indeed if L is the collection of closed subspaces of a Hubert space, this is precisely
what they are. (cf.[5] or [8].) We first prove a spectral mapping theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let x be a derivable and u a complex Borel function, (i)
o-(u(x)) cz cl u(C); (ii) if EeBiC) and x(£) = 1, then eriuix)) cz clu(£); (iii) if u is
continuous, then rj(u(x)) = cl m(cr(x)).

Proof,

(i)

Suppose Xeaiuix)).

Then if XeE

and E is open, we have,

0 # u(x)(E) = x[u~\E)]. Therefore, u~\E) ^ 0 and E n uiC) j= 0.
Thus
Xe cl uiC) and o-(i»(x))cz cl t/(C). (ii) Let X0e «(£) and define g(X) = u(X)if XeE and
g(X) = X0otherwise. By Lemma 3.1 and part (i) a(u(x)) = o(g(x))czclg(C)czclu(E).
(iii) Since u(x)[p(u(x))] = 0, then x{u-1[p(u(x))]}
= 0. Since u is continuous,the
open set w-1[p(u(x))] is x-null, and hence in p(x). Therefore, u_1[p(w(x))]nrj(x)
= 0 and p[m(x)]Om(ct(x)) = 0. Hence i»(<r(x))cz cr(u(x)) and clî/(cr(x))czo-(i'(x))
since the latter is closed. The inclusion in the other direction follows from part (ii).

Corollary,
(i) // u is continuous on o(x), then cx(u(x)) = cl u(o(x)). (ii) If x is
bounded and u continuous on o(x), then a(u(x)) = u(rj(x)).
We next show that our definition of the spectrum of a derivable is the same as
the conventional definition for linear operators.
Definitions. The identity derivable Us the unique derivable with spectrum {1}.
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A derivable y is an inverse of a derivable x if >'<->x and yx — I. A derivable is
invertible if it has a bounded inverse.
Theorem 4.3. Let x be a derivable, (i) x has an inverse if and only if
0£o-p(x). (ii) If x has an inverse it is unique(4). (iii) x is invertible if and only

if 0 e p(x).
Proof,

(i) Define the complex Borel function /' as f'(0) = 0 and f'(X) = X'1

for X # 0. If 0éo-p(x), /'(x)x({l}) = x{co:f'(co)co = 1} = x({0}') = x({0})' = 1.
Therefore cr(/'(x)x) = {1} and/'(x)x
= J. Conversely, suppose 0eo-p(x) and x
has an inverse y. Let x = Uy(z) and y = u2(z). Then
0 = ux(z)u2(z)({0}) = z{a>: Uy(oS)u2((o)= 0}

= z[{(o: Uy(m) = 0} U {œ: u2(co) = 0}] = y({0}) V x({0}).

But this is a contradiction since x({0}) =¡¿0. (ii) If x has an inverse then by (i)
04 crp(x) and/'(x) is an inverse. Now suppose >»<-»xand yx = /. Then y<-+f'(x)
and/'(x) =f'(x) (xy) = Iy = y. (iii) If x is invertible, then by (i) 0 $ op(x). Suppose
0 £0"c(x).Then/'(x) is the unique inverse of x. Denoting {œ: | co| í£e} by A(e) we have

O^xFAtn-1)]
= x[A(n"x) - {0}] = x[/'-J(A(n))']
=/'(x)[(A(n))'].
Therefore o(f'(x)) is not contained in A(n) for any n and f'(x) is not bounded. This
contradiction proves that 0§§ofx) and hence 0 e p(x). If 0 e p(x), then f'(x) is the
unique inverse of x and o-[/'(x)] =/'[o-(x)] is compact and hence/'(x) is bounded.
Corollary.
Ifx isa derivable, then p(x) = {X: XI—x is invertible}. (Note, x
may be unbounded.)

Proof. Letting g be the identity function and f the function identically equal
to X we have

a(XI -x) = (j[(f - g)(xf\ = (/, - g)(o-(x)) = X- o-(x).
But then XI —x is invertible if and only if 0<fco(XI—x) = X —a(x) or Xep(x).
We may now prove a quite general spectral mapping theorem.
Corollary.

Let x be a derivable

and u a complex Borel function.

Then

o-[m(x)]=p){clt<(£): x(E) = 1}.
Proof. If XQep[u(xf], then X0I —u(x) is invertible and its unique bounded
inverse is f'(X0I - u(x)) =/' o (X0 — u(X))(x). Letting g = f'o(X0 — u) and
E = {m: | co| ^ \g(x)\} weseethatx[g_1(£)]
= land \g(X)\^\g(x)\fox Xe g~\E).
Therefore X0$clu[g~1(E)~\ and p|{clw(£): x(£) = 1} c cr[u(x)]. Inclusion in
the other direction follows from Theorem 4.2 (ii).
(4) Note that one can not prove this the conventional way. That is, if y and z are inverses,
then y = y(xz) = (yx) z = z. This is because the associative law does not necessarily hold unless
all three derivables are simultaneous.
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5. Complete sets of bounded derivables.
Definition.
A set of simultaneous derivables K is complete if x<-*K implies

xeK.
An easy Zorn's lemma argument shows that every nonempty
taneous derivables is contained in a complete set.
Lemma 5.1. A complete set A of bounded
normed algebra.

derivables

set of simul-

is a commutative

Proof. Defining the zero derivable 0 as the unique derivable with spectrum
{0}, it is easily seen that 0, IeA axe the additive and multiplicative identities
respectively, and that the additive inverse of x is ( — l)x. The rest of the proof is
left to the reader.
We have shown that any derivable x may be written uniquely in the form
x = x, + ix2 where x1 <->x2 are observables. Let us now define a new derivable
x* = xx — ix2 which we call the adjoint of x. From Theorem 3.4 we see that
x* = /*(*). By adding and subtracting x and x* we see that xx = l/2(x + x*)
and x2 = i/2(x* — x). We next show that the mapping x -*x* is an involution.
Lemma 5.2. The mapping x -* x* is a one-one map of a complete
derivables A onto itself satisfying:
(i) (x*)* = x;
(ii) (x + y)* = x* + y*;

(iii) (Xx)* = X*x*;

(iv) (xy)* = x*y* ;

(v)

(vi)

o-(x*) = cr(x)*;

set of

|x*x| = |x|2.

Proof. If x 6/4 then x*eA since x* =/*(x).
onto will follow from (i).

That the mapping is one-one,

(i) (x*)*=/*o/*(x)
= x.
Statements (ii), (iii), and (iv) result from the following properties of/*:
then

if x^y

f*(x + y) =f*(x) +f*(y);f*(xy) =f*(x)f*(y);f*(Xx)= X*x*.
(v) Since/*

is a continuous function, the spectral mapping theorem gives:
a(x*) = a(f*(x)) = cl/*(cr(x)) = a(x)*.

(vi) | x*x I S I x* I I x I = Ix ¡2. Now suppose E is open and x(£) # 0. Then ££*
is open and 0 ^ x(E) ^ x{w: coco*e ££*} = xx*(£E*). Hence Xe <r(x) implies
|/l|2eo-(xx*) and |cr(x)|2 cz a(xx*). Therefore, |x|2g|x*x|.
Definition. If/„,/are Borel functions we say that/, -»/ with respect to a derivable x if for every s > 0 there exists a positive integer n(s) such that

x{co:\fn(co)-f(a>)\>e}=0
for all n 2: n(e).
Lemma 5.3.

///„,

/ are Borel functions,

only if f„(x)-+f(x) in norm.

then fn-*f

with respect to x if and
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with respect to x. Let e, nie) be as in the definition and

let Aie) = {X:\X\Se}- Then

UÁ.X)-/(*)] (A(s)') = x{co:fico) -/(a>)eA(e)'}
= x{co: \f„ico)-fico)| >£}=0
for all n g: n(e). Therefore, for n 2: n(£), of/„(x) —fix)] çz A(e), and |/„(x) —/(x)| < e,
i.e., f„(x) -»/(x). The sufficiency is proved by reversing the above steps.

Theorem 5.4. // x¡ is a sequence of bounded simultaneous
verging to the bounded derivable x and y<-+x¡, then y <-»x.

derivables con-

Proof. There exists a derivable z and complex Borel functions u, u„, such that
x„ = u„(z) and y = u(z). Since (x„) is Cauchy, there exist positive integers n(p),
p = 1,2, •■•, such that n,m^z n(p) implies | u„(z) - um(z)\ <; 1/p. Therefore, in
the notation of the previous lemma we have er[u„(z) — um(z)] cz A(p~1) and
0 = [un(z) - um(z)](A(p-1)')

Denoting

= z{co: \un(co) - ujœ)\

> p-1}.

{co: \ u„ico) — um(co)| > p~1} = Nip) we have | ujco) — um(co)| z%p~1 on

C - Nip) and z[N(p)] = 0. Now if N = \Jn(p), then z(^) = V z[Nip)] = 0.
We assert that (u„) is uniformly Cauchy on C —N. Indeed, let e > 0 be given.
Then there is an integer q such that q~1<s
and if n,m> n(g), we have
| u„ica) - umico)\ziq~1<sonC
— Niq) and hence on C - N. Therefore, unico)
converges uniformly to a measurable function vico) on C — N. Hence un~*v
with respect to z and by Lemma 5.3, m„(z) -> viz). But uniz) = x„ -*■x. Therefore,
x = ü(z)(5) and since y = uiz), x<-*y.
Corollary.

A complete set of bounded derivables A is metrically

complete.

Proof. Let (x„) be Cauchy in A and let x„ = m„(x). As in the proof of Theorem
5.4, (w„(íü)) is uniformly Cauchy on C —JV"where x(AT)= 0. Therefore there
exists a Borel function u such that «„(co)-* «(co) uniformly on C —N and hence
with respect to x. By Lemma 5.3, u„(x)-»u(x). Now suppose zeA, then z«->x„.
By Lemma 5.4, w(x)<->z. Therefore uix)eA and A is metrically complete.
We now prove a representation theorem for complete sets of bounded derivables.

Theorem 5.5. Every complete set of bounded derivables A is isometrically
*-isomorphic with the continuous complex-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space. Under this isomorphism the observables correspond to continuous
real-valued functions.
(5) Added in proof. The author recently discovered that to justify this step he implicitly
assumed the following quite mild axiom: if a sequence of bounded simultaneous derivables
converges to two derivables x and y, then x = y. This axiom is needed only at this point, and the
results of the following sections do not depend upon it.
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Proof. By Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and the previous corollary, A is a commutative
J3*-algebra and the theorem follows from the Gelfand-Naimark theorem (cf.

[3, II, Theorem IX, 3.7]).
6. The states.
Definitions.
The distribution of a derivable x in the state m (or under m)
is the probability measure mx( • ) = m[x( ■)]. If u is a complex Borel function,
the expectation or average value of u(x) under m, if it exists, is
i[u(x)] =
m[u(x)]

u
u(X)mx(dX).

When we write m(x) we are assuming that the expectation exists and is finite
under m and we shall use the notation Mx = {meM: m(x) exists, finite}. If x is
bounded then, of course, Mx = M.
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a complete set of bounded derivables. Then the
mapping m:A->C
defined by x-*m(x) is a bounded linear functional
on A
which satisfies \x\ = sup{\m(x)\: meM}.
Proof.

Suppose x, .ye ,4 and x = ux(z), y = u2(z). We prove linearity as follows :

m(x + y) = m[ux(z) + u2(z)~\ = \[ux(X) + u2(Xf]mz(dX)

= \ux(X)mz(dX) + f u2(X)mz(dX)= m[ux(z)} + m[u2(z)^
= m(x) + m(y) ;
m(ax)

=

aXmx(dX) = ocm(x).|

The following proves boundedness:

| mix) | =

f

Xmx(dX)\^\

\x\mx(dX)^\x\.

Hence sup {| m(x)|: m e M} ú\x\. Let a > 0 be given, let X0ecs(x), and define
£ = {a>: Ico — X01< e}. Since £ is open x(£) # 0 and hence there exists meM
such that m[x(£)] = 1. Therefore, |wi(x)| = | (EXmx(dX)| ^ |A0| - e and
| X01^ | m(x) | + e ^ sup{| m(x) | : m e M} + e. Thus

sup{|X|: Xecr(x)} ^ sup{|m(x)\:meM}

+ e

and since £>0 was arbitrary, |xj ^ sup{| m(x)\ : meM}.
It is routine to check that M is a strongly convex set, i.e., if (m¡) is a sequence
of states and (X¡) a sequence of positive numbers whose sum is one, then the
mapping a -* "EX^m^a) is a state.
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If x is a derivable, we define V(x) = cl{m(x): meMx}.
The set V(x) is the closed convex hull of cr(x). (Note that x

may be unbounded.)
Proof. We first prove that if a derivable y is not invertible, then given e > 0
there exists an me M such that | m(y)\ z¿ e. Indeed, suppose y is such a derivable,
e > 0 is given, and E = {X: \X\ < s}. Then Oeo-(y) by Theorem 4.3. Since E is
open y(E) # 0 and there exists an me M such that m[v(£)] = 1. Then | wi(_y)|
= | jEXmy(dX)\ 5¡£. We now show that c(x) cz V(x). Suppose X $ V(x), then

dist(A, K(x)) = d > 0. Therefore | m(x) - X| ^ d or | m(x -Xl)\ = \m(x) - Xm(I)\
2: d for every m e M for which m(x) exists. By the first part of this proof, x —XI
is invertible and therefore Xep(x). Thus V(x)' s p(x) and a(x) E V(x). We next
show that {mix): meM} is convex. Let Xx = m,(x) and X2= m2(x) where mu
m2 e M. Given 0 z%a ^ 1, define
a 6 L. Now m3eM and

m3(a) = am^a) + (1 —a)m2(a)

for

all

m3(x) = amx(x) + (1 —a)m2(x) = aA«.+ (1 — a)A2e {m(x): meM}

and thus {m(x): meM} is convex. Since the closure of a convex set is convex,
we see that F(x) is a closed convex set containing o-(x). Therefore F(x) contains
the closed convex hull A of cr(x). Suppose p e F(x) but p ç§¿4. Then p and A may
be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane (straight line). If meM and m(x)
exists, we have

m(x) =

XmxidX)=
Ja(x)

XmxidX),
JH

where ii denotes the closed half-plane, determined by the hyperplane, which
contains A. We thus have m(x) e /f, for all m e M for which m(x) exists. Therefore
p e H which is a contradiction. Hence F(x) cz A
Corollary.

// x is bounded, the extreme points of F(x) are contained in c(x).

Proof. This follows from a standard corollary to the Krein-Milman theorem.
One might think that it is possible to have an unbounded derivable x for which
m(x) exists for every meM. We now prove that this is impossible.
Theorem 6.3. A derivable x is bounded if and only if mix) exists for every
meM.
Proof. The necessity is trivial ; to prove the sufficiency, suppose x is unbounded.
Then there exist distinct numbers Ane<r(x) such that \X„\ > 2n+1,n = 1,2, •••.

Let E„ be disjoint open disks of diameter less than one centered at X„ and let
an = x(EJ # 0. Now there exist ntj-eM such that mfiaf) = 1. Since M is strongly
convex m = Ef2~-',tt/ is in M. Since a-lo,-,
mtiaf) = 0 for i^j
and
m(a/) = 2_J. Now suppose m(x) exists and therefore, /1A j mx(ííA) exists. But
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00

\X\mx(dX)^

I

I |¿|mx(cü)

i =l Je¡
CO

^

I

(2i + 1-l)2_i=

Fco.

i= l

This contradiction

shows that m(x) does not exist and finishes the proof.

Corollary.
Let X¡,i = 1,—,n, be a finite collection of complete sets of derivables and Y<=\jx¡. If sup{\m(x)\: xe Y} < co for all meM, then
sup{|x|:

xe Y} < co.

Proof. Since m(x) exists for every meM, by Theorem 6.3 every xeYis
bounded. Hence Yr\ X¡, i = 1, —,n, is contained in a complete set of bounded
derivables X¡. But Xt is a Banach space and Misa norm determining subset of the
dual of X¡. By the uniform boundedness theorem (cf. [7,4.4-B])

sup{| x | : x e Y n X¡} < co
and hence sup{|x|: xe Y} < oo.

7. The weak topology.
Definition. A net ma of states converges weakly to the state m if mffd) -* m(a)
for every aeL. The weak topology of M is the unique topology for which nets
converge weakly.
It is easy to see that a neighborhood basis for the weak topology is given by

sets of the form
N(m0;ax,---,aj,E)

= {meM:

| m(a¡) - m0(a¡) \ <e,

i = 1,—j'}.

The weak topology is Hausdorff, for if mx # m2 there exists an a eL such that
my(a) # m2(a). Letting £ = 1 /2| my(a) —m2(a)| we have N(my :a,e) n N(m2; a,e)

= 0-

A simple function is a finite linear combination of indicator functions. The
following lemma will prove useful.
Lemma 7.1. If x is a bounded derivable, there exists a sequence of simple
functions of x converging to x in norm.

Proof. Let g(X)= X for |¿|g|x|,

and g(X)= 0 for |A|>|x|.

Then by

Lemma 3.1 g(x) = x. Since g is a bounded Borel function, there exists a sequence
of simple functions s„ which converge uniformly to g. By Lemma 5.3, s„(x) -* g(x)
= x.

Notation.

We denote by xa the derivable which satisfies x0({l}) = a and

xa({0}) = a'.

Theorem 7.2.

The net mx-*m weakly if and only if ma(x)-* m(x)for

bounded derivable x.

every
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Proof. To prove sufficiency we have mx(a) = nij^xf) —>m(xa) = m(a). Conversely, if x is bounded, applying Lemma 7.1 there exists a sequence of simple
functions Sj of x such that Sj-*x. Given £ > 0, let n be so large that |x —s„\ < e/3.
Suppose s„ = !LkyCiIE.,c¡ # 0. Since ma-* m weakly, there exists an a0 such that
a >: a0 implies

\mlx(E)] - m[xiE)]\< e/(3fc|c,|),

i = 1,-,/c.

Hence, if a >: a0, then
| m„ix) - m(x)| ^ | mTx - s„) | + | m(s„ - x) | + | Eqm^xtF,)]
ú\x-s„\

+ \s„-x\

+ I|c¡|

I mx[xiE)]

- Y.cxm[xiE)]

- m[x(£¡)] | < £.

Let us now view M as a subset of all the bounded linear functionals X' on the
collection of bounded derivables X. A functional/on X is said to be linear if x <->v
implies /(ax + j3y) = a/(x) + ßfiy). fis bounded if |/| = sup{|/(x)|:
|x| z%1}<oo.
It is straightforward to show that |/| = inf{K: |/(x)| rg X|x|, xeX}, in particular, |/(x)| ^ |/| |x|. Although X has a norm (in a sense), it is not a linear
space since addition is not defined for all elements of X. Therefore, some care
must be exercised in developing the theory. We define (a/)(x) = a/(x) and
(/+ g)(x) =/(x) + g(x). These are both bounded linear functional iff, g are and
|a/| - |a| |/|> |/+¿H = |/| + |^|. The zero functional is defined 0(x) = 0 for

allxeZand

|0| = 0. If |/| = 0 then f(x) = 0 for all xeX and thus/ = 0. There-

fore, the bounded linear functionals X' on X form a normed linear space.
The proof that X' is complete in the norm topology is almost identical to the
proof when X is a normed linear space.
Theorem

7.3.

The normed linear space X' is complete.

Proof. Cf. [7, Theorem 4.1-A].
Theorem

7.4.

M is a norm closed strongly convex subset of the surface

of

the unit ball U' of X'.
Proof. It is routine to show that M is a strongly
that M is normed closed, let (mn) be a sequence in
define m(a) =/(xa). Now, m(0) =/(x0) =/(0) = 0;
Since 0 ^ m„(xf) z%1, we have 0 ^/(xj
z%1 and 0

convex subset of U'. To show
M with m„-*feX'.
For aeL
mil) =/(x,) = lim m„(l) = 1.
:g m(a) ^ 1. Letting b = 2Za¡

we have
m(b) =f(xb) = lim mn(xb)= lim m„(b) = lim Z m„(a).

Now,
p
p
S ™„(xa) - I f(xa)\z^\m„-f
i
i
'

= \m«-f\

£

xa

|*t| = |m»-/|-
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Letting p -> co we have
CO

2
i

00

mn(xa)-

I f(xai)
i

as M-+00. Therefore, m(2Za¡) = lZff(xa)

iS|m„-/|->0

= 2Z^m(a¡). Hence meM

and

m(xa) = m(a) =f(xa). Now if xeZ there exists a sequence of simple functions
Sj of x which converge to x by Lemma 7.1. Given e > 0, let n be so large that

|sn-x|<(e/2)

miniFl/l-1).

|m(x)-/(x)|^|m(x)

Then
-

m(sn)\ + \m(sn)-f(sn)\

á\x-Sn\+\f\

\sn-x\

+\f(sn)-f(x)\

<£.

Therefore, m(x) =f(x) for all x e X and/e M.
We now endow X' with a weak topology t. A neighborhood

basis for x of the
origin will be sets of the form: N(e,Xy,---,x„) = {feX': |/(x,)| < s, i = 1,—,n},
where £ > 0 and {x,} is any finite subset of X. Now t makes X' a locally convex
space. By Theorem 7.2 we see that t induces on M a topology which is equivalent
to the weak topology already defined there. We would now like to prove Alaoglu's
theorem for U'. Although Alaoglu's theorem as it stands is not applicable in our
case since X is not even a vector space, the proof holds and is identical to the

standard proof.
Theorem 7.5 (Alaoglu).

U' is compact Hausdorff

in the t topology.

Proof. Cf. [3, Theorem V. 4.2.]
Theorem

7.6.

If X' with the t topology is metrizable,

then M is a x-closed

subset of X'.
Proof. Let (m¡) be a sequence in M and suppose m¡ ->/e X' in the t topology.
Define m: L-* C by m(a) =f(xa). It is easily seen that m(0) = 0, m(l) = 1, and
0 ^ m(a) ^ 1, a e L. We now show that m is "countably additive." Let (a¡) be a
disjoint sequence in L, and A the smallest Boolean cr-algebra containing (Ja¡.
By the Loomis representation theorem, there exists a measurable space (Q, S) and
a o"-homomorphism nfrom S onto A. Suppose h(A¿) = a¡. Now m¡ induces a measure

m¡ on S defined by: w¡(A) = m¡(h(A)), AeS. Defining m(A) = m(h(A)) we have

limm,(A) = lim m¡(h(A))= m(h(A)) = m(A),
AeS. We thus have a sequence (w¡) of measures in (Q,S) converging to the set
function m. By a theorem due to Nikodym ([3, III. 7.4]), m is countably additive
on S. Now let us define, Ty = Ay,T2 = A2 —Ay, T3 = A3 —(Ax u A2), —.

Then Ty n Tj = 0 i # j and h(T¡) = a¡. We thus have

m(la,) = m[ In(rf)] = m[h(IJr,)] = m(Ur;)

= Im(r;) = Im[n(r,.)]= Imfo).
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Hence meM.

Since f(xa) = m(a) = m(xa)îor every a e L, by the proof of Theorem

7.4, f(x) = mix)xeX and feX'.
Since M is a closed subset of the compact set U', we see that M is a compact
convex subset of X' in the weak topology. Now by the Krein-Milman theorem,
M is the x closed convex hull of its extreme points.
Definition. The extreme points of M are called pure states.
Corollary.
If X' is metrizable,
its pure states.

then M is the weakly closed convex hull of

Now M is not, in general, a closed subset of X' for the weak topology.
may be shown by considering a measurable space (Q,A) on which there
finitely additive measure p which is not countably additive. (Q = R and A =
would do.) One may then construct a net mxeM which converges weakly
functional not in M. (For details, see [4].)

This
is a
B(R)
to a
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